
FAQ

What is a Legacy game?
Ticket to Ride® Legacy: Legends of the West is designed to be played over the course 
of a campaign and permanently change over time. New rules can be introduced as the 
campaign goes on, allowing for the game to expand both mechanically and thematically. 
You are not just playing a game; you are living an experience. 

What type of Legacy are we playing with Ticket to Ride Legacy?
The Ticket to Ride® Legacy: Legends of the West is a competitive Legacy game: players 
will compete to become the wealthiest train company in the United States.

What’s makes Ticket to Ride® Legacy: Legends of the West so special? 

Completing your tickets will remain your primary goal, but players will need to develop 
other skills if they hope to overcome the unexpected events and resourceful rivals. 
Game after game, route after route, they will continuously fill their vault with earnings 
and open frontier boxes that will unlock new rules, content, and many more surprises. 

Is it a good game to discover Legacy games?

Yes and maybe the best one! Like previous instalments in the series, this game designed 
by Rob Daviau, Matt Leacock and Alan R. Moon can be learned very quickly but will 
provide a much more immersive and narrative experience. The Legacy remains faithful 
to the core mechanics of the original game, which make it so accessible and a good way 
to discover Legacy games.



Can we play the game with children? How old?
Yes, the game is accessible from the age of 10.

Can we play the campaign again at the end?
It is not possible to replay the campaign from the beginning as a campaign involves 
permanent changes to the game and its components. However, it is possible to continue 
playing after the campaign is completed with a customized version for regular games.

Will there be a recharge pack available in the future to replay 
the campaign?

This not scheduled at the moment. 

Are the rules the same as Ticket to Ride or other games of the range?
Beyond the basic rules of Ticket to Ride, almost everything you will discover in Legends 
of the West is new and unique.

Do the number of players need to stay the same for all the campaign?  
What happens if during the campaign the player count changes?
It is possible to take over another player’s company or miss a part of the campaign. At 
the end of the campaign, players who missed a part will have a score for each missed 
part (it will be revealed at the end of the campaign).

Can we play it solo?
The game is playable with 2 to 5 players and cannot be played solo.

Will the game will be released everywhere?
The game will be available wherever Asmodee distributes its products. More 
information: https://corporate.asmodee.com/about-us/.

Is the game accessible if we never played Ticket to Ride?

Yes, because the rules are very simple to start the game, and while the theme is inspired 
by the original Ticket to Ride game (USA), it does not require having played games from 
the series to be able to play the Legacy version. However, investing time is necessary 
to play a Legacy game. Here, the campaign consists of 12 episodes, starting with quick 
games (30-40 minutes) and progressing to longer games towards the end of the campaign 
(about 1h30).



Can a player step in or drop out without much impact  
(or a fairly basic jump start) ?
In the early games, it is possible to join the campaign without impacting it too much. The 
game brings so many surprises over time that it would be a shame to arrive at the end.

Will there be an online version?
No

Why is the Legacy box so bulky compared to a regular box? And why is 
there a price difference?
What you see on the back of the box, is probably les than a third of what the game 
contains. There is hundred of components and cards that you will discover though the 
campaign, making T2R Legacy a much bigger game that any T2R you have played before.

Do we destroy cards in the game?
No, no materials are destroyed. However, some component will be changed during the 
campaign.
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